Member Directory

ConnectNY
6721 US Highway 11
Potsdam, NY 13676
Phone: (716) 930-7752

**Description of Library:** ConnectNY is a consortium of independent academic institutions in New York State. The mission of Connect NY is to share collections, leverage resources, and enhance services through cooperative initiatives and coordinated activities.

**Institution URL:** [http://www.connectny.org](http://www.connectny.org)

**Library Type:** Other/Special
Library Consortium of Health Institutions in Buffalo

University at Buffalo
Abbott Hall
3435 Main Street
Buffalo, NY 14214-8000

Phone: (716) 829-5700
Fax: (716) 829-2211

**Description of Library:** The Library Consortium of Health Institutions in Buffalo (LCHIB) was founded in July 1982. Although an affiliation between the State University of New York at Buffalo and the participating institutions existed for decades, a formal cooperative agreement among the Consortium member libraries was established in that year. Through the cooperative programs of the Consortium, member libraries are able to provide an expanded range of library services and access to the collective resources of the Consortium. Vision: To help support, develop, coordinate and share health sciences information resources among and for the benefit of its members. Mission Statement: The member libraries and organizations of the Library Consortium of Health Institutions in Buffalo cooperate in developing and strengthening health information resources and services to support patient care and consumer health, education of health professionals, administrative decision making, and research.

**Institution URL:** http://hubnet.buffalo.edu

**Member ID# (OCLC):** NYW

**NYS Senate:** Michael Ranzenhofer - 61

**NYS Assembly:** Karen McMahon - 146
School Librarians' Association of Western New York (SLAWNY)

P.O. Box 47
Hamburg, NY 14075

Description of Library: The mission of the School Librarians' Association of Western New York is to lead school librarians in advancing the profession; to encourage, promote, and advocate the interests of school library programs and school librarians; and to ensure that each student becomes an active reader, responsible information-seeker, critical thinker and life-long learner. SLAWNY is a Section of School Librarians Region VII Member of NYLA/SSL.

Institution URL: http://www.slawnywebsite.org/
Library Type: Other/Special
University at Buffalo, SUNY (DIS)

Graduate School of Education
526 Baldy Hall
Buffalo, NY 14260-1020

Phone: (716) 645-2412
Fax: (716) 645-3775

**Description of Library:** Department of Information Studies in the Graduate School of Education at the University at Buffalo.

**Institution URL:** [http://ed.buffalo.edu/information.html](http://ed.buffalo.edu/information.html)

**Library Type:** Other/Special

**NYS Senate:** Michael Ranzenhofer - 61
**NYS Assembly:** Karen McMahon - 146